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Medium, Large Dog Training System
Long range control up to 3km on ideal terrain

Strongest collar on the market will control even the 
most headstrong dog, suitable for long or short haired 
breeds

Separate buttons for tone or vibration pre-warning and 
60 levels of stimulus

EXT+ has 3 programmable buttons low, medium and 
high, you can pre-set the variable stimulus levels to suit 
your dog sensitivity

The EXT+ use’s standard AAA batteries, handy if out 
and about and the batteries run out you can simply 
change them

Fast 2 hours recharging collar, lithium-ion battery giving
double the battery life of any other collar on the market

Collar USB rechargeable - making it easier to charge in 
the car or jeep if required

Collars are lightweight, durable and waterproof

Kits come with carry case
EXT2+ (standard model) is capable of controlling two 
dogs from the same handset 
(for more dogs all that is required 
are extra collars) different 
versions of the EXT+ handsets 
in this range can control 
up to 6 dogs



Medium, Large Dog Training System
Long range control up to 1 km on ideal terrain

Strongest collar on the market will control even the most
headstrong dog, suitable for long or short haired breeds

Separate buttons for tone or vibration pre-warning and 
60 levels of stimulus

Handset has an adjustable rotary dial, making it simple 
to change the stimulus levels from the handset

Rechargeable handset batteries give up to a months’ 
worth of training sessions from a single charge

Fast 2 hours recharging collar, lithium-ion battery giving
double the battery life of any other collar on the market

Collar USB rechargeable - making it easier to charge in 
the car or jeep if required

Collars are lightweight, durable and waterproof

Kits come with carry case
Handset mode can be changed within seconds by
the user to control up to three dogs 
(for more dogs all that is required are extra collars)



Vibration Only Dog Training System
(Completely Free Of Electrical Stimulation)

Long range control up to 1km on ideal terrain

Strongest vibration only collar on the market. 
No stimulus. Suitable for long or short haired breeds

Separate buttons for tone pre-warning or vibration 
correction

Handset has an adjustable rotary dial, making it simple to
change the vibration levels from the handset

At a low level the vibration is a mild ‘tap on the shoulder’,
top-end is equivalent to a strong shake by the scruff of a 
dog’s neck.

Rechargeable handset batteries give up to a months’ 
worth of training sessions from a single charge

Fast 2 hours recharging collar, lithium-ion battery giving
double the battery life of any other collar on the market

PAC BUZZ Collars are USB rechargeable - 
making it easier to charge in the car or jeep if required

PAC BUZZ Collars are lightweight, 
durable and fully waterproof

Kit comes with carry case
Handset mode can be changed 
within seconds by the user to 
control up to three dogs 
(for more dogs all that is
required are extra collars)



Miniature, Small Dog Training System
Long range control 750 metres on ideal terrain

Smallest and most reliable collar on the market. Suitable 
for miniature and small dogs, long or short haired breeds

Separate buttons for tone or vibration pre-warning and 60 
levels of stimulus

Handset has an adjustable rotary dial, making it simple to
change the stimulus levels from the handset

Rechargeable handset batteries give up to a months’ 
worth of training sessions from a single charge

Fast 2 hours Recharging collar, lithium-ion battery 
giving double the battery life of any other small 
collar on the market

Collar is waterproof and USB rechargeable - making it 
easier to charge in the car or jeep if required

Handset mode can be changed within seconds 
by the user to control more dogs 
(for more dogs all that is required 
are extra collars)



PAC Miniature, Small Dog & Cat Fence
PAC Medium/Large Dog Fence

PAC Extra Large Dog Fence
Any number of dogs/cats each wearing a collar can be 
contained on a system. Suitable for long or short haired 
breeds

Collar gives tone pre-warning followed by stimulus, 
the levels automatically increase as the dog or cat 
approaches the wire

No expensive battery replacements needed as collar is
rechargeable, long operating times up to 3 months

If family or friends have the PACDOG system, 
your collar will automatically work on their system, 
no extra set up

Standard system includes 200mtrs of wire, enough to 
cover 1/2 acre. For larger areas more wire can be 
added. There are no restrictions in the shape of the 
area to be enclosed, which may range from ¼ acre 
(or less) up to 20+ acres (over 6 acres you would need 
a boosted FC4 unit and  heavier gauge wire)

System is designed for easy D.I.Y installation wire can 
be installed by laying over the ground, buried 2-3 inches 
down, fed through hose pipe, tacked to an existing 
fence or through a hedge etc.

Anti-Linger sensor prevents battery depletion in the 
tone zone. Speed detector prevents fast run through

Battery back-up in the event of a power failure

System fully operational while charging the collar

In built lightning protection

Digital signal gives complete immunity to outside radio
interference

Control unit will alarm if there is a break in the wire

Collar is fully waterproof and will withstand 
wet, muddy conditions



Stops persistent, nuisance barking automatically

Wearing this collar your dog will learn quickly for 
himself that barking for barking’s sake is not an option

Longest battery life on the market, rechargeable 
lithium-ion battery, charges in two hours and up to two 
months usage between charging.

Automatic, humane & highly effective.

Not affected by the barking noises from other 
companion dogs.

Collar can be set at 8 different levels of stimulation. 
Not only that, but you can choose level “0” to use just 
the vibrate or tone functions, no stimulation

The first warning cycle will be vibration or tone only 
pre-warning but with persistent barking, the collar will 
give repeated stimulus 
(at a pre-selected stimulation level)

The stimulation will cease immediately when the 
barking stops

Collar is lightweight, durable and waterproof
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PAC DOG Training Systems

Ideal for all types of persistant problems:
Dogs running away or being wilfully ‘deaf’ to recall

Dogs being over-enthusiastic, barking at people or other dogs
chasing cars, joggers, walkers, cyclists, postmen etc.

Jumping up on people or stealing food
Dogs pulling on the lead

Chasing farm stock and other animals
Gundogs ‘running’ in or being over-enthusiastic

PAC Pet Fence is the best system on
the market, guaranteed to contain pets without the

need for ugly fencing!

PAC DOG Bark Controllers will cure your dog’s nuisance
barking instantly.

All products come with our standard two year warranty

Keep your dog safe and visible night or day with
our range of high vis dog collars, leads and long

line training leads.

Contact us for expert advice and guidance.

U.K.
Freephone: 0800 028 4325
Web: www.pacdog.co.uk
Email: info@pacdog.com

PAC Products Ltd, 29 Main Street, Forkhill, Newry,
Co. Down, N. Ireland, BT35 9SQ

Ireland
PACDOG, Carrigleade, Graignamanagh, Co.Kilkenny, Ireland R95 EE76

Tel: 059 97 24690
Low Call: 1890 361361
Web: www.pacdog.ie

Email: info@pacdog.com

www.facebook.com/pacdogcollars
www.twitter.com/pacdogcollars

www.youtube.com/pacdogcollars


